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QSE Intermediate Quick Smart Test 11

1 Vocabulary

A Match the words with the meanings.
1 calories (a) one after the other
2 malnutrition (b) very, very hungry, dying

because of a lack of food
3 imbalance (c) units for measuring how much

energy you get from food
4 in a row (d) a lack of balance
5 starving (e) an illness caused by not

eating enough food
B Underline the correct word in italics.

1 My jeans are too small! think I’d better go on a
diet / put on weight.

2 Millions of people in the world are hungry and
millions are gluttonous / obese.

3 Helen is quite obsessed / greedy. Today she ate
three doughnuts!

4 Why do they pick on / put on Americans? A lot of
Europeans are overweight as well.

5 It’s not attractive to be fat but it’s not good to
be too skinny / slim either.

1 Vocabulary: score …… out of 10

2 Language

A Match the two parts of the sentence.
1 Matthew’s one of those people who never puts

on weight,
2 In spite of all the fitness clubs in Houston,
3 Although I’ve been on a diet for three months,
4 Despite being really hungry,
5 I try not to eat chips,
(a) I’ve only lost one kilo.
(b) many people who live there are overweight.
(c) even though he eats anything he likes.
(d) though I really love them.
(e) I couldn’t eat the food on the plane as it was

disgusting!
B Rewrite the sentences using the word in

brackets.
1 Nicky never seems to eat very much but she still

seems to be overweight. (although) …………

2 In spite of being very slim already, she worries
about her weight. (even though) …………

3 I went to the fitness club after work, even
though I didn’t feel like it. (despite) …………

4 Freya works in a pizza restaurant but she never
eats anything there. (though) …………

5 In spite of there being plenty of sports facilities
in the city, people still prefer watching TV. (in
spite of the fact that) …………

2 Grammar: score …… out of 10

3 Functions

Complete the gaps with a suitable word.
If you want to lose weight, the best 1 ………… is
to go on a diet. You should have regular meals
and not eat too many calories. You should be
careful to avoid fattening food like chocolate,
biscuits and cake 2 ………… that 3 ………… be
difficult for some people. Remember to 4 …………
enough 5 ………… as well. You 6 ………… join a
fitness club or gym, but don’t forget to go at least
twice a week. My 7 ………… is to take up a sport
which helps you to burn energy and there are
plenty of 8 ………… .You 9 ………… try
swimming, weights or jogging – whichever
activity you 10 ………… . The most important
thing is to do a sport you enjoy, so that you don’t
give it up!

3 Functions: score …… out of 10

Quick Smart Test 11:
My total score is …… out of 30
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